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ABSTRACT 

The research is upon the sustainability of the entrepreneur in the digital space. The entrepreneur are the one who builds or come with the new idea , technique in 

the business or market. Therefore, the visibility of entrepreneur becomes necessary to bring out their ideas and innovation to their targeted leads. Digital space is 

the only area which helps in the visibility of the entrepreneur‟s business. This paper will show the problem of the existing entrepreneur for their sustainability in 

the digital space also the problems faced by the new entrepreneur in visibility. The questioners is made to collect the review upon the digital space for the 

visibility of entrepreneur„s business . This paper will help you to understand the importance of the digital platform in today‟s era. The research paper will be 

based on the primary data through the google form and personal call. Further, the interaction will be taken form the entrepreneur itself. The region for research 

will be covered from all over the India. The aim of research paper will be identify the importance and dependence of digital marketing in the present era. This 

research paper will also carry the solution towards the problem faced by the entrepreneur in their business visibility 
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INTRODUCTION 

The research is upon the sustainability of the entrepreneur in the digital space . The entrepreneur are the one who build or come with the new idea , 

technique in the business or market. Therefore, the visibility of entrepreneur becomes necessary to bring out their ideas and innovation to their targeted 

leads. Digital space is the only area which helps in the visibility of the entrepreneur‟s business. This paper will show the problem of the existing 

entrepreneur for their sustainability in the digital space also the problems faced by the new entrepreneur in visibility. The questioners is made to collect 

the review upon the digital space for the visibility of entrepreneur „s business . This paper will help you to understand the importance of the digita l 

platform in today‟s era. The research paper will be based on the primary data through the google form and personal call. Further the interaction will be 

taken form the entrepreneur itself. The region for research will be covered from all over the India. The aim of research paper will be identify the 

importance and dependence of digital marketing in the present era. This research paper will also carry the solution towards the problem faced by the 

entrepreneur in their business visibility. 

 

FIELD OF STUDY 

This paper explores sustainability development of entrepreneurship in digital space as a new field of knowledge. Sustainability 

entrepreneurship  research has been emerged from the small entrepreneur and their firms  which are  body of business and environment and also 

a  corporate responsibility research in response to questions of affecting change in  business social and environmental practices. There is the practically 

drafted diagram which will make us to understand the four faces of the sustainability of entrepreneur easily. 
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1. Figure:- Field of study. 

 

From , the above diagram we can understand that all the four major part for sustainability of entrepreneur in digital space are over lapping to each other 

, which means the all the four are inter depended on each other where the balance should be taken in order to achieve the goals and objectives of the 

firm. 

For better understanding let‟s understand the diagram; 

1. ENTREPRENER:- the entrepreneur are the foremost in diagram they are the one come up with the innovative ideas in the society or an 

economy, there are the one fully energy hub of innovation and ideas to run the firms therefore the entrepreneur has to make sure to balance 

each and every thing from his side . further, it is inter connected with the area of sustainable of entrepreneur and visibility in digital space 

that has  personally putted by the individual entrepreneur. As the era is changing and the things are shifting to the digital  space the 

entrepreneur should be aware about this and has to put his own efforts. 

 

2. FIRMS:-   The firms are the organization / commercial enterprise that buys and sells the product and / or services in order to earn profit. 

These firms are created by the entrepreneur with some specific nature and aims .The firm criteria lays on the second circle in the diagram 

which is the important part in the sustainability of entrepreneur in digital space because here the entrepreneur are fully depended on the 

entrepreneur. The firms are the outcome of the innovation or idea of entrepreneur. Further, it is intersected with sustainable of the firm and 

visibility of firm in the digital space. To sustain the firm has to take care about its visibility in the digital space. 

 

3. DIGITAL VISIBILITY:-  The digital visibility stands for the presence of the firm by entrepreneur in the digital space. As we know that the 

present era is shifting or changing into digital era. So far to sustain in this era the entrepreneur has to be present or updated in all the digital 

space with  their firm. The digital visibility criteria lays on the third downward circle in the diagram which helps the entrepreneur to boost 

their sustainability of the firm. As far to handle it the entrepreneur should have a technical knowledge of all  area in digital space. Further, it 

is intersected with efforts putted by entrepreneur and firm‟s created page rank. These are the two key point on which the visibility of the 

firm in depended. 

 

4. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:-  It basically stands for the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs. There are  mainly four dimensions to sustainable development – society, environment, 

culture and economy – which are interlinked , not separate. Sustainability is all about thinking  the future in which environmental, societal 

and economic considerations are balanced in the properly to improved quality of life. Here the sustainable development stands for the 

development and sustainable of the entrepreneur and their firm. It lays on the fourth and top most circle of the diagram and it is intersected 

between the sustainability of firm as well as the entrepreneur. 

 

5. Sustainability of entrepreneur: this point gets intersected between the sustainable development and entrepreneur. Which represent for the 
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sustainable of the entrepreneur It is very essential and non ignorable because as the entrepreneur is sustain the things will gets boosted by 

himself. But,  also there should be the development and versatile nature in the entrepreneur. 

 

6. Sustainability of firm:- this point gets intersected between the sustainable development and firm. It represent for the sustainable of the firm 

which is also essential and non ignorable because the firm is the place which is created in object to earn profit. In order to earn profit the 

firm has to sustain and get develop. 

 

7. Efforts by entrepreneur on the digital space:-this point gets intersected between the entrepreneur and digital visibility. Here the entrepreneur 

has to put his technical knowledge and creativity in order to reach or visible on the all area of digital space. The efforts of the entrepreneur is 

essential because he is the one who know to about his firm and have the idea where to be visible in the digital space , further, he can make 

the research for his essay visibility. 

 

8. Firm‟s created page :- :-this point gets intersected between the firm and digital visibility. The firm should carry its own and individual 

official page in all the aspects area of the digital space this will make the firm visible or attract new consumer as well as it will help the firm 

to keep engaging the old consumer. This is very critical path in the sustainability development because it should be always carry the positive 

information to its consumer for the better page the firm has to work on its content and use all the digital tool. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this research paper is to make awareness about the digital visibility on an entrepreneur and their firm. As the present era is about to shift 

to digital era. So as being the entrepreneur should be able to grab and understand all the platform of digital marketing. Though each research study has 

its own specific purpose, here are  some general objectives of my research are as follows:- 

 

 The digital visibility has become more essential to every entrepreneur. Because, now-a-days as we know that the marketing is all most 

changing it visibility to the digital space like ; instagram , facebook, twitter, tumbler, e-mail, youtube, google etc. These are the most 

powerful platform playing the vital role in the digital marketing. So as the entrepreneur should be aware about these platform in order to 

make visibility in digital space 

 

 There are many small firm’s entrepreneur who are in the digital platform for the digital marketing but ,are unable to boost their visibility 

because lack of knowledge about digital marketing tool like ; SEO, SME, SMM,PPC, etc.. these are the some basic tool which are mostly 

used by the digital marketer in order to boost the visibility of firm. 

 

 To know the importance of an algorithm in the digital platform , those are ; instagram , facebook, twitter, tumbler, e-mail, youtube, google 

etc.. here, each platform carry it’s own algorithm which very much essential to know and understand these platform’s  algorithm in order to 

make the best visibility. 

 

 The entrepreneur should be versatile regarding all the tools and digital platforms . because the different tools are used to create the 

different thing (i.e. post,video,finding suitable keyword to rank on the website etc..) , in the suitable platform. Here the entrepreneur cannot 

be stuck at a particular platform or one tool. 

 

 There is very much essential for the sustainability development of the entrepreneur as well as the firm. The sustainability development not 

only mean for the sustainable but also mean for the development which the most necessary thing in order to raise the visibility and raise the 

profit of the firm. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The purpose of this article is to focus on future research that will inform our knowledge of business events. We hope to do this in two ways. First, we 

introduce to me-search as a method that scholars can use to create research streams that are recognizable and encouraged to follow and can offer 

innovation and usefulness in the field. Second, we present the research agenda papers on a special issue that shows where “we” (as a business 

company) have been and predicts productive approaches going forward. We hope you view me as a researcher as part of your research portfolio and get 

future research suggestions as you plan your way forward as a business professional. 

Understand the circumstances and reasons why digital business (DE) is interested in education research, and direct business practices, as well as 

community policies aimed at supporting this situation as there are positive impacts on job creation and economic growth. We define some relevant 

concepts and summarize current research using a perspective focused on how digital entrepreneurs build digital value by acquiring, processing and 

disseminating digital data. In the context of digital information processing, we provide a state-of-the-art digital business (DE) system that complements 

existing DE-focused documentation (natural and commercial digital business platforms). We demonstrate how these two approaches can be used 

collaboratively to identify major research streams in DE: digital business models, digital business processes and digital start-up development, DE on 

digital platforms, and digital environmental systems. As existing structures of DE, our approach goes hand in hand with emphasizing new digital and 

social interaction tools to support information sharing and facilitate the recognition of opportunities. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research design 

the purpose of this study is to know  the sustainability of entrepreneur on their firm‟s respective online and social media platform. 

Research approach 

The respondent  will  be the entrepreneur(a person who  have their own firm and bear profit/loss by himself)  in google firm . 

Sampling Method 

The google form sheet were circulated among the 52 entrepreneurs‟ and the question were asked  related  about the online  marketing is their visibility 

on digital space. 

Data collection method 

The data were collected in online mode through google form . 

Data Analysis  Method 

The data analysis  of  this research  will be  mostly  represented  on  qualitative  manner, its has been mentioned earlier that the data is collected in 

online  mode through google form ,As a result the analysis will be Qualification. 

 

HYPOTHESIS 

HO1- Social media platform do not help in visibility of entrepreneur‟s firm on digital space.  

HA1- Social media platform helps in visibility of entrepreneur‟s firm on digital space. 

 

HO1 - Creating professional social media pages of firm do not make any major difference in reaching the targeted leads.  

HA2 – Creating professional social media pages of firm make a major difference in reaching the target leads 

 

Given hypotheses will allow me to make some conclusion about indexing my research on entrepreneur visibility on digital space. H01 counter H02. 

H02 will be evaluated only if H01 be rejected. During making research on social media and usage of it by entrepreneur for their product promotion, We 

have circulated the google form among the entrepreneur to study their firm‟s visibility on digital space. If we will be able to prove alternative 

hypothesis (H1) this can be proved that social media platform helps in visibility of entrepreneur‟s firms on digital space.  

 

EXPECTED  OUTCOME 

These are the following Expected outcome from the research:- 

• The social media platforms are providing many choices to entrepreneurs for advertisement on various digital platforms. 

• Social media platforms are easy to handle and make sure the visibility of entrepreneur‟s firms on digital platforms.  

• It also helps in increasing the engagement which will make to reach the targeted leads. 

• Each social media platform has different features and abilities which could be used by entrepreneurs according to their requirements. 

• Each social media platform has different features and abilities which could be used by entrepreneurs according to their requirements. 

DATA AND INTERPRETATION 
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FINDINGS 

The research was made upon the entrepreneur who is finding the difficulty in the visibility of their firm on the social media platform due to increase in 

competition and also lack of knowledge to the advertisement on the digital platform the research has been founded that many r entrepreneurs become 

aware of the social media platform and digital platform. More than 50% of entrepreneurs carry /created their own professional social media page on 

various platforms like Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Youtube To promote their respective products still many entrepreneurs are not aware 

of SEO (search engine optimization )  which would help them rank on top in the search engine. As for as finding is considered that  business that is 

visible  on social media platform can reach new targeted leads or keep engage to the existing leads, it boosts brand  awareness and most important help 

to generate target /estimated  profit, with these kinds of benefits  its easy to understand and find why social media /digital platform is most effective in 

marketing 

 

CONCLUSION 

The research paper conclude that for sustainability of entrepreneur firm‟s visibility on digital space, have four main area those are:- sustainability 

development ,Entrepreneurs ,firm‟s, digital visibility. All of them are inter linked to each other. Hence these 4 main area should be maintained and 

handle or balance  properly in order to make the entrepreneur firm‟s visible on digital space.  

Further, the paper has been also took a deep research where we have founded  that entrepreneur are facing to rank on the social media due to high 

competition and many entrepreneur are still not aware about the SEO ( search engine optimization) which would be helpful them to reach on the top in 

search engine. But, more that 50% of entrepreneur have created their professional social media page to run the campaigns or ads for the promotions of 

their product. Social media pages also help in crating the strong back link of the website which build a strong website. 

Through, each and everything has their own pros & cons similarly social media platforms also have their cons like: it is time consuming, Qualified 

persons are required, sometimes running ads or campaign became burden and also it makes wait to find the result of campaign or ads. 

At last, the world is changing and stepping towards the digital generation so as the present there are loop holes between entrepreneur and digital 

platforms which would should be cleared by educating entrepreneur and also by making social media platform easily accessible this will make to reach 

the each and every entrepreneur to their targeted leads. 
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